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Ente Turismo

Alba Bra Langhe e Roero

Città di Bra

studio fotografico
IMMAGINARE

INFO AND RESERVATION
Comune di Bra, Ufficio Turismo e Manifestazioni
ph. +39 0172430185 - fax +39 0172418601 
www.turismoinbra.it
www.comune.bra.cn.it - turismo@comune.bra.cn.it

IMMAGINARE studio fotografico
Via V. Emanuele 61 - 12042 Bra (CN)
ph. and fax +39 0172412950 - mob. +39 3356478298 
www.immaginare.it - info@immaginare.it

ENTRY TICKETS
Full price 
€ 8,00 - Subscription for the whole event:  € 20,00
Reduced price ticket  (under 18 and over 65 years, University students)
€ 6,00 - Reduced subscription  € 16,00

Theatre
Politeama Boglione

piazza Carlo Alberto
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A 15 anni dall'inizio di questa 
esperienza, torna anche quest'anno 
l'appuntamento autunnale con la 
multivisione, la spettacolare forma di 
espressione artistica che abbina la 
fotografia e la musica. La rassegna di 
Bra, nata nel 1997 e prima esperienza 
del genere in Piemonte, è giunta ormai 
alla decima edizione e si svolgerà dal 9 
al 11 novembre 2012 presso il  Civico 
Teatro Politeama Boglione.
Dopo la novità dell'avvento della 
tecnologia digitale "celebrato" nel 2008 
con il sottotitolo "DIGITAL 
REVOLUTION", dopo quattro anni mi 
sento ancor più di sottotitolare questa 
rassegna con il termine "DIGITAL 
EVOLUTION", in quanto sempre più 
ampie si rivelano le possibilità creative 
che questa tecnica permette, e gli stessi 
autori sono alle prese con la propria 
"evoluzione" creativa.
Come nelle ultime 5 edizioni il festival si 
propone di essere una finestra sui modi 
di comunicare attraverso la multivisione 
in Italia, in Europa e nel mondo intero.

                                    Roberto Tibaldi

DIGITAL EVOLUTION

It seems to repeat the five-times table, outlining a short story 
of “Meeting with multivision” in Bra that, also this year, will 
bring to our city art virtuosos, where music and images are 
mixed together, to arouse emotions. In fact, this is the fifth 
international edition of an event that will raise the curtain for 
the tenth time, just after fifteen years from the first and lucky 
edition. Also for these little celebrations, the “Meetings” 2012 
will have more charm, since the organizers have drawn up a 
high quality program, which puts this meeting at the highest 
level in Europe. 
The focus on the edition from the 9th to the 11th of November 
will be centered on the big opportunities that the modern 
digital shooting offer, with sound that will give voice and 
reinforce images, already able to speak with the directness of 
their communicative force. Furthermore, there will be several 
special events to qualify the happening. It will be welcomed by 
a public that has learnt to enjoy the event. The theatre 
Politeama will become a meeting point and a point of cultural 
growth allowing a unique voyage among genres, artists, 
characters and techniques that make the multivision a non-
repeatable experience

                                       Bruna Sibille, mayor of Bra

Incontro con la multivisione

2012

tenth edition

5° internazional edition

presentation

It is 15 years since the beginning of 
this event, and this autumn sees the 
return of multivision for another year, 
the spectacular form of art combining 
music and photography. The event is 
in Bra, born in 1997 and was the first 
such experience in Piedmont, is now 
presenting it's tenth edition and will 

th th
take place from the 9  to the 11  of 
November 2012, in the Civic Theatre 
Politeama Boglione.
Following on from the advent of digital 
technology "celebrated" in 2008 with 
the subtitle "DIGITAL REVOLUTION", 
this event is subtitled with the term 
"DIGITAL EVOLUTION", as more and 
more  creative possibilities grow which 
allow this technique to also grow, and 
the authors are caught up in their own 
creative “evolution”.
As in the last 5 editions, the festival 
wants to be a window to different ways 
of communicating through multivision 
in Italy, in Europe and worldwide.

                                    Roberto Tibaldi
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Photo Exhibition with multivision
ASFERICO 2012

 

 

Alex ROWBOTHAM (GB)
Roberto TIBALDI (Bra)

II° 
Carlo Antonio CONTI (Faenza)

Alberto BERTI (Forlì)
Adriana GOBBO (Belluno)

Giorgio CIVIDAL (Riese Pio X - Tv)
Andrea PIVARI (Lazise)

Todd e Marcia GIPSTEIN (U.S.A.)
Fulvio BELTRANDO(Revello)
Guillaume BILY (FRANCIA)

Roberto TIBALDI (Bra)

«Uomo» special event  
Giorgio CIVIDAL (Riese Pio X - Tv)

Francesco LOPERGOLO (Padova)
Mal PADGETT - Ian SCOTT (AUSTRALIA)

Roberto TIBALDI (Bra)

concert with multivision
BARBAPEDANA (TV)

Giorgio CIVIDAL (Riese Pio X - Tv)

3 / 25 november
Movicentro

th
Friday 9  - 9 pm.

I° Multivision session
Franco e Cristina TOSO (Trieste)

Claudio TUTI (Gemona)
Leandro BLANCO (SPAGNA)
Clemens WIRTH (AUSTRIA)

Luciano LAGHI BENELLI (Meldola)
Francesco CITO (Napoli)

Enzo MASSA (Alba)

Claudio TUTI (Gemona)

Todd GIPSTEIN (U.S.A.)

th
Saturday 10  - 5 pm.

 Saturday 10  - 9 pm

Multivision session

th

Sunday 11  - 4 pm.
th

INFO AND RESERVATION 
Ufficio Turismo e manifestazioni 

Piazza Caduti per la Libertà 20 - 12042 BRA 
Ph. +39 0172430185 fax +39017241860

 email: turismo@comune.bra.cn.it 
www.turismoinbra.it

Do you want to STAY in BRA
and VISIT the city of Piemontese Baroque?



 
a

Photo Exhibition ASFERICO 2012
with multivision

 

     The editorial office of Asferico, four-monthly exhibition of naturalistic photography published 
by AFNI (Italian Association of Naturalistic Photographers), a non-profit association, organized 
an International Contest of Naturalistic Photography.
Now in its sixth edition, it has had great success with approximately 350 participants of which 240 
coming from other countries (Spain, Netherlands, Germany, France, Italy, United States, 
Sweden, Singapore, United Arab Emirates, Ethiopia, India, Israel, Canada, Mexico, Australia, 
Russia, Poland, Croatia, Slovenia, Portugal, United Kingdom, Hungary, Estonia, Denmark, 
Belgium, Switzerland, Austria and Norway). Around 6000 high level images were submitted to 
the judges.
The competition has now joined the international circuit with reviews on well-known international 
magazines of the field.

At the end of the competition there will be the photographic exhibition of the 77 winning 
images that also form a photographic volume with jacket photo.

We believe that this event has become a point of reference for lovers of photography, but also 
for all those who are sensitive to the wonderful natural world, contributing to the knowledge, 
through presented images, of natural features of the whole planet.

all the details on the website:
www.asferico.com

With around 300 of the finalists images 
the cultural association Merlino 
Multivisioni realized the multivision 
“Wonderfull Wilderness” lasting 19 
minutes full-HD format on wide screen.
The show will be screened each day at 
6 p.m.

visiting hours: Saturdays and Sundays        10-12  * 16-19
th th th            Friday 9 ,10  and 11  November   10-12  * 15-19

3 / 25 November
Movicentro, piazza Caduti di Nassirya



th Friday 9  9 pm.
a

Think about it      Video HD, 2,30  minutes                                 
.

Leandro BLANCO                       

«For every shark attack on a human, we slaughter 100 million 
sharks, every year  ... Think about it»

Short but intense video-multivision,
award-winning in international circuits

 Place Djemma El Fna  Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 5 minutes                              

               
Claudio TUTI

Marrakech: open air theatre, the curtain 
opens on the square animated by snake 
charmers, story tellers, musicians, healers, 
junk dealers and rows of stalls where they 
cook every kind of food. Later on, at 
sunset, the rhythm gets more frantic and 
the square gets shrouded in a smoke cloud. 
Unesco declared Place Djemaa el Fna 
"Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible 
Heritage of Humanity"..

Macro Kingdom triology  Video 16:9,  7,25 minutes                               Clemens WIRTH           

The minute is a special place, unseen microcosms 
within a unseen universe bind us together... So, what 

is it about the scaled down infinite? Certainly not 
unappreciable.. as you can see and hear.. This regal 
landscape of atomic proportion, an ongoing poem in 

the Macro Universe.

Not enough time Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 6,25 minutes                      Alex ROWBOTHAM
                  
“I'm sorry my lovely Beren, that there was not enough time 
for me to tell you more, that I love you... not enough time.”

Original soundtrack by Sandro Di Stefano

Um Mitternacht                              Roberto TIBALDI
                  

Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 5,30 minutes

At midnight I awoke  and gazed up to heaven; No star in the entire mass did smile 
down at me  at midnight. At midnight I projected my thoughts out past the dark 

barriers .No thought of light brought me comfort at midnight.
 At midnight I paid close attention  to the beating of my heart;

One single pulse of agony flared up at midnight.
At midnight I fought the battle,

 o Mankind, of your suffering; I could not decide it with my strength at midnight.
 At midnight I surrendered my strength into your hands!

Lord! over death and life Youkeep watch at midnight!

Text by Friedrich Rückert, Music by Gustav Mahler, Sculptures by Auguste Rodin.  

Il tempo del Vigneto  Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 11,30 minutes                          

                                                                                                  

Enzo MASSA

Roberto TIBALDI

«... To plant a vineyard is a wedding with earth, is an act of great hope, that, not casually, has been set 
as first act made by Noah after the Deluge.

It means an alliance with a piece of land, created there, right then in that exact place that you want to 
live, that you take the time to wait there and nowhere else for the fruits of your work. A vineyard is a 

cultivation and a culture “radically” different from the monadic one, a kind of wedding between man 
and nature without which “civilization” cannot be born (Enzo Bianchi, Il pane di ieri).

Dedicated to all those who, with passion, wisdom and dedication, "grow" in the land, their dreams and 
their hopes for a sustainable future.

Sardegna, l'isola al di là del mare  Wings 2,35:1 - 20 minutes           

                                                                                       

Francesco CITO

Luciano LAGHI BENELLI

In 2003 -2004, the trust, Banco di Sardegna, realized a series of 
exhibitions dedicated to documentary reportage on Sardinia, 
entitled: REPORTAGES - FOTOGRAFI PER UN'ISOLA.
The project, edited by the art critic Giannella Demuro, has the 
participation of many photographers among which there is 
Francesco Cito. Demuro, quotes Ferdinando Scianna (another well 
known photographer) in writing about Cito: "maybe he is the best 
Italian photojournalist, he has instinct, the passion of story, the 
capability to communicate the essence of things through images, 
with force of synthesis and visual rigour ". 
If you have an idea of Sardinia, this multivision will change it!

  Lassù in solitudine  Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 14 minutes                      Fulvio BELTRANDO       

«Up there with the mountain. I've always loved it with 
passion, it is an old friend that I know very well and I 
have learnt to respect it after years. I am fascinated by 
animals that find refuge in the mountain. Up there 
with them, next to them, spending time observing 
them living their free life, I know the real nature of 
things ".



thSaturday 10  5 pm.

   Save the krill Wings  2,35:1 - 22 minutes           

               
Carlo Antonio CONTI, Alberto BERTI

Metamorphose M.Objects 2,35:1 - 8,30 minutes                                           Guillaume BILY
                  

  Se ami per la bellezza ... Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 3,21 minutes            

                                                                                                 

Roberto TIBALDI  

Antarctic dream                    Todd e Marcia GIPSTEIN
                  

Wings Platinum 16:9 - 18 minutes

This mixed media show shares images and 
experiences by Todd & Marcia Gipstein from 
a trip to the Falklands, South Georgia and 
Antarctica in January 2011.
This show includes scenics, penguins, 
icebergs, the whaling towns, and the 
environment of this remote region of our 
planet.
It also reflects on our relationship with the 
wildlife there.

The movement of the clouds above the 
peaks of the mountain, the shimmering 

reflections of the lakes, the movements of 
the waves... Nature is in continuous 

metamorphosis. The uniqueness of each 
form, of each movement, makes unique 

and surprising these moments. Their 
richness is endless.

Original music by Eric Gilbert.

If you love for beauty, Oh, do not love me!
Love the sun, She has golden hair!
If you love for youth,Oh, do not love me!
Love the spring; It is young every year!
 If you love for treasure, Oh, do not love me!
 Love the mermaid;  She has many clear pearls!
If you love for love,  Oh yes, do love me!
Love me ever, I'll love you evermore!

Text by Friedrich Rückert, Music by Gustav Mahler

A touristic journey to Antarctica 
becomes the chance to discover a 
possible severe situation of our 
planet and through hopeful and 
innocent eyes to throw a stone in 
the pond of our everyday 
disinformation.
In the subtle borderline between 
what is real and what is likely, a 
delicate scream to our consciences

   L’essenza della vita Wings 16:9 - 6,15 minutes     

               
Adriana GOBBO, Giorgio CIVIDAL

In the heart of Bellunesi Dolomites, in the shadow of the little 
church of St. Michel, a meeting between dream and reality; 

a moment of reflection on the true meaning of life.

   La magia della vita Wings Platinum 16:9 - 6,15 minutes                               

               
Andrea PIVARI

I wanted to dedicate some dives to research the 
beginning of life of little fish. Everything started after 
helping the courting of two globefish.
Male's evolutions were surprising, almost affecting. 
Luckily the sea was not so deep, so I could observe 
them for several minutes.
The world around us has taken a surreal dimension and 
fantasy has taken over. In the following days I looked 
for other couples, I looked for eggs and I found 
thousands of eyes waiting for life and for starting their 
adventure in the sea.

Survivors                                   Cristina e Franco TOSO
                  

Wings Platinum 2,35:1 - 16 minutes

A journey back in time searching a common past 
to the complex jigsaw of tribes living in the low 

area of Omo River Valley, in the deep South 
Ethiopia.

A way to review our origins in a place of 
extraordinary beauty threatened by the 

impending progress.



thSaturday 10  9 pm.

  Intro                                                                                                     
               

Todd GIPSTEIN

Qui la meta è partire                                                               Claudio TUTI                       

  Una virgola di tempo                     Teresa MONTANO, Francesco LOPERGOLO       

Perfezione                                                                                              Todd GIPSTEIN       

   La fede che più amo                                                                              Roberto TIBALDI       

Where does human perfection lie?
Is it in our physical appearance or someplace else?

This short show examines this question from a unique perspective.

"Soft-pedal suspended  this chord of memories, 
under my breath I speak of you, of me".

A celebration of the diversity of the human family.

I read for the first time "Le Porche du mystère de la deuxième vertu" 
(The Portal of the Mystery of Hope) by Charles Peguy when I was 19 

in a Cistercian monastery, where I spent two months and a half to 
"decide what to do with my life".Among the many books I have read 
and that have influenced my life, my way of behaving, this is among 
those which mostly remains embedded in my soul.It is a long essay 

on the second teological virtue, HOPE, which, as Peguy says, is 
surely the most difficult, but also the most welcome by God, and 

without which the other two (Faith and Charity) could not subsist.
A great help to cope with the difficulties of life.

What didn't you expect from this journey?
Being arrested, imprisoned and sold, rearrested, re-imprisoned 
and resold.

Warfare                                                                                 Mal PADGETT                       

For centuries war has been waged by military men and 
the wise amongst us have contemplated it's terrible 

consequences. Despite the millions or words written in 
anguish about the needless waste of life and property we 

still haven't learnt the lessons to stop it all. What will it 
take to say Enough is Enough?. A meditation on the soul of humanity.

  ?Uomo                                                                                                 
               

Todd GIPSTEIN

?

  Gli occhi della madre                                                                              Giorgio CIVIDAL       

In the mother's eyes you can see the red,
the white and...

In the mother's eyes you can see the real anguish...
Freedom has a price...

In the mother's eyes you can see the price to pay.
An evening of shows from around the world exploring various facets of the human condition. 
Mankind is complex. Our varied cultures and perspectives on life sometimes cause conflicts. 
Yet we are also capable of coming together in peace and harmony. The shows in “Uomo” 
offer a series of snapshots of humanity. They touch on themes of love, memory, hope, 
despair, isolation and belonging. These multivision shows invite you to reflect on what it is to 
be human. The pieces reflect on our values, our capacity for kindness and for brutality.
The artists who have created these works, screened for the first time in Italy, did so to express 
different viewpoints. They want to make you think; they want to make you feel.
Uomo will raise questions. It is up to you to answer them. 

Works will be linked together by the recitations of Linda Canciani and by improvisation by 
the accordionist Christian Tonello.
Texts by Todd Gipstein, directed by Todd Gipstein and Francesco Lopergolo.

?

special event ?Uomo     

  Success                                                                                   
               

Mal PADGETT - Ian SCOTT

Looking back over your life what determines if you have been successful? 
An accumulation of wealth? Influential friends? Good health or a loving 
family? The elements of success are within reach of everyone, rich or poor, 
east or west and it has little to do with material possessions or social 
status. The backgrounds for this production were created as hand set hot 
metal type manually printed onto hand made Italian paper. All 
photographs taken with Hipstamatic on an Apple iPhone. This production 
was a wonderful opportunity for Mal to introduce a long time designer 
friend, Ian Scott, to the beauty and visual poetry of multivision. These 
words have been wrongly attributed to the American poet Ralph Waldo 
Emerson. Production & direction by Mal Padgett. Design by Ian Scott and 
Mal Padgett. Photography by Ian Scott and Mal Padgett.



th Sunday 11  4 pm.

BALKAN EXPRESS
concert with multivision

Barbapedana (Castelfranco Veneto)
www.barbapedana.it

… music and images travel among wandering cultures 
of eastern Europe, between a melting Yiddish song and 
a Romany wedding, between the persisting Macedonian 
rhythm and a dreamy painting by Chagall ...

Francesco Bernardi (violin, mandòla, tambùre slave, voice)

Mauro Gatto (drums, derbuka, guitar)

Adolfo Silvestri (bass guitar)

Renato Tapino (clarinet, soprano saxophone, gajda, zurna, mandolin, voice)

Christian Tonello (accordion, rhythmical voices)

Pia Coppe (voice)

Giorgio Cividal 
multivision



 Fulvio Beltrando (Revello - Cn)
             www.beltra-photos.com

Authors at the event
a

Alberto Berti (Forlì)
alberto.berti37@libero.it

Carlo Antonio Conti (Faenza)
studioc.conti@gmail.com

Cristina e Franco TOSO (Trieste)
www.merlinomultivisioni.it

Clemens WIRTH (Austria)
www.clemenswirth.com

Enzo MASSA (Alba - CN)
massaenzo@alice.it 

Adriana GOBBO
...lived in Belluno

Giorgio Cividal
(Riese Pio X - Tv)
www.filomultivisioni.it

Alex ROWBOTHAM (GB)
www.agrfoto.itGuillaume BILY (Francia)

www.guillaumebily.com

Claudio Tuti (Gemona - Ud)
www.claudiotuti.it

www.immaginare.it
Roberto Tibaldi (Bra - Cn)

Luciano Laghi
BENELLI
(Meldola -FC)
www.altocontrasto.com

Francesco CITO (Napoli)
citofrancesco@virgilio.it 

Mal PADGETT (Australia)
mp@mpdesign.com.au

Francesco Lopergolo (Padova)
ilparallelo@libero.it

Andrea PIVARI (Lazise-VR)
www.andreapivari.it

Todd e Marcia Gipstein (U.S.A.)
www.gipstein.com

Leandro BLANCO (Spagna)
leoblanco@telefonica.net



AIDAMA was born in 1994 in Rieti to 
create a new space for all the artists that 
want to express through photography and beyond it.
The basic idea of using photography as bricks to build a 
masterpiece building was soon shared with several photography 
followers.
The new concepts of Idea-Image-Sound, proposed by Aidama, 
rapidly substitute slide sequences accompanied by music.
The message of Aidama was to create more correlations among 
various components of multivision, indicating ways for the 
construction of programs that not only enable it to appreciate a 
beautiful image, but that would offer the viewer an emotion global 
given by the importance of the message, the direction, the choice 
of music and the technical ability to assemble it all.

Activity

the
history

The Italian Association of 
Authors of artistic 

Multivision is a cultural 
non-profit association which aims:

- to promote multivision in Italy
- to be a precise and an involving reference 

point for all multivision followers
- to contribute to artistic and technical 

growth of its members
- to attend in national and international 

organizations with the purpose of providing 
information to contribute to, improve and 

optimize multivision events
- to share and distribute multivision 

throughout the regions of Italy, by 
promoting events with programs of the 

same authors
- to produce unreleased shows of 

multivision
- to offer all information regarding 

multivision activities in Italy and abroad

www.aidama.it
info@aidama.it

segreteria@aidama.it

multivision ...
a versatile medium
for culture

dance and multivision

live music and multivision

installation
for museums

     spectacular
events

multivision on buildings

Arte
in Bra
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